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Problem Statement: Current Use Model
The Problem with Addressing Power Late

• Leaving Power to the last minute is not advisable
• Scope for optimization is more during early RTL
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The problem with the existing methodologies or the mindset when dealing with the power is thatThe power is left for the last, to be dealt with during later revisions of the RTL when the power vectors are available. This means the power wastage cone (1) of the design stays on longer until later revisions and then at the very end of project cycle, power optimization techniques (2) are used that leaves little room for improvements.The reason power should be dealt with during the early stages of the design is that the impact for power saving is maximum during the early RTL development phase. As one goes downstream, it is harder to save power (in terms of time-to-implement Vs Saving ROI). At the RTL level, you can make changes quickly and measure the impact on power quickly and save a lot more power by micro-architecting your design, by performing fine-grained clock gating and by making changes to memory banking or caching.



Recommended Use Model: Shift Power Attention Left
Address Power Early – Move it left for more impact

• EDC and iterative Power Analysis help reduce power linearly with incremental revision  
of the RTL

• It helps addressing the power early on for more impact on reducing power
• A Methodology that is regression ready
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Power/ Wastage Cone

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So the recommended use model is one where power is addressed early. With the available provisions in the tool like early power checking using EDCs and vectorless power clean-up, one must start addressing the power early during the design phase to achieve signifant impact.With each revision of the RTL, as we  move on during the development phase, the tool should help incrementally (1) reduce the power eventually providing the most power-savvy design.



The Challenges
The Challenges Associated with RTL Power Flow

Difficult Tool Setup
• Provide inputs like waveform, 

physical information etc
• Calibration for Power 

Estimation

Power Analysis and Large 
TAT
• May require deeper 

analysis of reports to 
understand the 
problems and fix them, 
often late in the design 
cycle

Late Consideration of Power
• Lack of time to find and fix 

power issues
• Discovering problems late 

will delay schedules
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In today’s RTL power view, the industry has a lot of software technology, tools and methodologies. But there are some problems with the existing methodologies. For example, if you setup a power tool today, it is not easy to do so because to perform correct and accurate power analysis, you need all kinds of inputs. You need different waveform or workloads or  stimuli, you need physical information to calibrate to get accurate power. Setting up a power tool may not be easy to do all the time. The second thing is that a full-blown power analysis can have a long turn around time as well. Which means you if you run power analysis after setting it up, providing all the information and inputs and then calibrating it, you might get some reports which you then need to deep dive into and understand those reports to find out where power is being wasted and how and then try to find a solution for that. Typically, this is handled late in the RTL design cycle. By then, if any issues are found, you may either not have the time to fix them or if it si necessary to fix them, they may delay your schedule. 



The Essential Ingredients of the Required Methodology

Support Structural Checking while Vectors are not ready yet

Helps clean inputs and provide power coverage insight

Helps quick power trending and tracking in regression
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Therefore we need a power solution or define a methodology that help the user to enable power checking at the initial RTL stage itself without the need to have a power qualified vectors which makes it easy for the user to clean up the input or setup before the issue becomes critical. It should also provide necessary analytics into power coverage over the provided vectors and be able to qualify the use-case for instance.And not the least, in doing all of this, it should also be able to track the power consumption of each stage of the RTL clearly reflecting upon the power related changes made in the RTL.



The Solution: The Proposed shift-left Methodology
Methodology Using EDCs and Power Analysis
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PowerPro with the help of EDCs and accurate power analysis, can provide answer to this problem. A methodology based on EDCs and PA is proposed here in that:User may start the power cleanup with the bare minimum setup (RTL/Liberty) and run the early design checks to catch and fix any low hanging power issues that may potentially cause huge potential power issues down the flow.As the design cycles advances and user has more information in terms of availability of vectors and parasitic data, user may run power analysis to see the power trend of the design which should conforms and fall within the defines power budgets. And power shoots (ups and downs) can be addresses fixed at this stage.This methodology can also provide a gatekeeping on inputs for making sure that the provided inputs are well qualified and have no structural of functional discrepancies  associated with them(like naming, coverage related issues).



The Solution: PowerPro Power Optimization Guidance
PowerPro offers a wide variety of Power Optimization Techniques

• Early Design Checks
• Static Checks
• No Activity File required
• Power Linting and Gating Coverage Checks

• Functional Redundancies
• Micro-architectural and Combinational Redundancies
• Waveform mining to find Redundant Toggles in the design
• Leads to opportunities that would allow user to find gating 

candidates
• Sequential Optimization

• Based on Sequential Analysis
• Complete enable expression visualization for implementation

Sequential  
Optimization

Early Design 
Checks

Functional 
Redundancy



Early Design Checks
Structural Analysis of RTL to reveal power issues upfront

• Can be run without vectors
• Runs extremely fast
• Performs structural analysis of the RTL to find potential 

issues that can impact power downstream
• EDC metrics can be used to qualify IPs for lowpower



Early Design Checks 
Structurally Redundant ICGs example

ICG1 ICG2

ICG2ICG1
CLK
En1
En2

ICG1CLK
En1 & En2

CLK
En1
En2

ICG1CLK
En1

(1) ICG1 does not drive FF directly

(2) ICG2 gated clock output is floating

(1`) Merge two ICGs into one

(2`) Remove ICG2



Power Analysis
Complete portfolio for Power Analysis, from early RTL to Gate, IP to SoC

PowerPro
Estimation 

RTL / NL Library SPEF

Oasys Synthesis

UPF
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PA-sim

Waveform

Reports

• Accurate RTL and Gate-level Power Estimation
- RTL Power Accuracy within 15% of layout
- Gate Power Accuracy within   3% of layout
- Ability to use RTL stimuli to perform Gate-level Power 

Analysis

• Averaged Power and Time-based Power
- Averaged Power 
- Time-based Power (Cycle-Accurate)
- Supported switching activity formats:  QWAVE, FSDB, SAIF, 

STW

• Detailed Reports and Intuitive Debug 
- Summary Power, Hierarchical Power
- Power by Component/Category
- Power by Clock Domain
- Intuitive GUI with cross-probing, querying, filtering etc
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PowerPro’s power analysis provides a comprehensive offering of power analysis capabilities either at RTL or Gatelevel with and without vectors for both IP and SoC level design scope.Equippe with Oasys based physical aware synthesis (in the presence of SPEF) powerpro’s power analysis may provide upto 15% of accuracy at RTL level when compared at gatelevel. While powerpro’ gate level power accuracy comes as close as 3% of sign-off numbers.Powerpro provides both average and cycle accurate power estimation with all majorily used waveform formats.All sort of standard reports like hierarchical/net/by power group etc are available both in batch as well in GUI.



Averaged and Time-based Power Analysis
RTL, Gate and RTL-stimulus-on-Gate
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FSDB/QWAVE/S
TW/SAIF

RTL/NL

SPEF

Libs

Compile

Averaged 
Power/Energy Reports 
by Summary/Hierarchy

Time-based Power 
Plot and Reports

UPF
(optional)

Switching 
Activity 

Propagation

SDC

RTL-to-Gates 
Namemap File

Time-based activity 
plot

Power Waveform for 
IR-drop analysis

Name-map file 
only for RTL-
sim on Gate 
analysis

Simulation 
or

Emulation
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PowerPro’s PA provides most comprehensive set of data visualization in the form of output reports and data analytics. To name a few, it outputs average power and energy reports, provides time-based toggle activity plot for RoI based power analysis, provides time-based power plots and batch reports, and generates power waveforms for IR drop analysis. 



Power Setup and Input Quality Check
Ensure first-time right power estimates with data integrity checking
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• Correct setup leads to correct power estimates !
- Incorrect setup and deficient inputs can lead wrong 

power estimates, longer TAT

• Did I provide the correct setup?
- Setup can be wrong unintentionally, leading to 

incorrect power numbers

• Quality of input determines the quality of output
- Data integrity checks (DICs) ensure that the input 

provided is not deficient
- Quality checks at each step (Libraries, SPEF, Waveform)

Libraries

Fixed

CDBT-UFE

spef_node_without_type
spef_hier_without_cdbno
de

Switching 
Activity

SPEF

WRN-CIDM
WRN-PA-SLAF

PHY-SPEF
PHY-SPEF-CDB 

Fixed Fixed

PowerPro Power Analysis

DIC Clean? DIC Clean? DIC Clean?

Database
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In order to ensure that provided inputs are correct and do not contain any structural or functional abnormalities, powerpro provides a way to ensure “correctness and goodness” of the provided inputs like tech libs, fsdb or spef with the help of rich set of data integrity checks.It is recommended that user cleans up the inputs with the help of DICs before moving ahead with the lengthy power analysis runs to ensure right at first time well correlated power number. Which essentially means a significant drop in costly retries that helps in saving cost and time.



Power Coverage for Stimulus Qualification
Averaged Toggle Profile and Power Coverage Metrics

• Evaluate power coverage of your vectors
- All portions of the design must be stressed by given 

vectors
- Multiple waveforms stressing same portions of the 

design with similar toggle profile could be redundant, 
hence discarded

• Qualify workloads for power
- Find instances that are always toggling or not toggling at 

all
- Establish toggle correlation of the clock with design 

signals 
- Helpful in catching anomalies in use case

0
100
200
300
400
500
600

Toggle Rate

Flop Count Vs Toggle Rate Plot

0 0.01 - 0.09 0.1 - 0.19 0.2 - 0.29 0.3 - 0.39 0.4 - 0.49

0.5 - 0.59 0.6 - 0.69 0.7 - 0.79 0.8 - 0.89 0.9 - 0.99 1

Section-3b: Dead Instances-Clock blocked {top: pci, Total Flops:
790486}

Clock pin of following instances is not toggling.

1  ucpu1

2 ucpu1.uif

3 ucpu1.uct1

4 rxmod_u1
5 rxmod_u1.u2

?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Apart from data integrity checks, powerpro also provides a way to ensure stimuli coverage and assertion profile of the provided use-case is as expected. With the help of coverage analysis, user can help identify hierarchies in the design where no toggle are reaching or the instance to which mapped clock is not toggling at all, which is also called dead clock identification.This feature also help qualify the use-case for example, many a time, the provided use case may belong to sleep mode while user’s expection is that of a high throughput case or vice a versa.Coverage analysis and data integrity checks help in ensuring the inputs provided in power analysis run are high fidelity so that a more reliable power numbers can be generated by the tool.



Activity Profiling to find Regions-of-Interest
Time-based Toggle Activity Profile

• Identify regions of interest
- Categorize windows as Idle, Active and Peak 

scenarios
- Cut-out windows of interest

• Use for downstream analysis
- Multi-CPU support enables time-based 

toggle profiling for billions of cycles (Cycle 
Accurate profile)

- Run power analysis and optimization faster 
by reducing analysis window to millions of 
cycles from billions

Power Optimization

Time-based toggle Plot with Moving Average Overlay
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another important feature in power analysis flow is activity profiling via toggle activity plots. This helps in identifying the region of interest visually (also via text reports). The user provided waveform may have run for billion of cycles and running a power analysis flow for this entire duration of the simulation may pose a challenging compute requirement. Activity plot can serve a great purpose by providing the user intelligence of toggle profile so that right region of the simulation may be selected for running a smaller and more meaningful power analysis run. 



Complete solution for Low-power
From early RTL to System-level Power
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Input/Vector 
Qualification

Correctness of Inputs
(Structural + Functional 

Issues)

Toggle Profiling
(Mode Qualification, RoI

Identification)

Early Power Checking

Structural Checks

Functional Checks

Power 
Analysis

RTL/Gate Averaged 
Power

RTL/Gate Time-based 
Power

RTL Stimuli for Gate

RTL/Gate 
Glitch Power *

Power 
Optimization

Clock Gating

Memory Gating

Data Gating
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PowerPro as a power tool provides a complete solution for low power design. With important features like input qualification, EDCs, Power Analysis and Optimization, powerpro stands out as a most comprehensive low power design platform.



Conclusion and Summary

• Early RTL can be analyzed for Power to determine if IP is good in terms of power or 
not

• Fast analysis with minimal setup means it can be automated and integrated with 
regression

• Static and Dynamic checking can quickly point to power issues upfront 
• Can be easily adopted by CAD teams for low-power IP qualification
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Early RTL can be analyzed for Power to determine if IP is good in terms of power or not. So it is not necessary that you have to do full blown power estimation or optimization for your IP in the end of the RTL design cycle. You can use static checks and combinational checks to quickly find power problems. Fast analysis with minimal setup means it can be automated and integrated with regression. Of course the Static and Dynamic checking can quickly point to power issues upfront and this can be easily adopted by CAD teams for low-power IP design. Thank you for your attention. That’s the end of my presentation and we are open to any questions please.



Questions
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